We propose and demonstrate an active spin-selected lens with liquid crystal (LC) in the terahertz (THz) range. The lens is a superposition of two geometric phase lenses with separate centers and conjugated phase profiles. Its digitalized multidirectional LC orientations are realized via a dynamic micro-lithography-based photo-patterning technique and sandwiched by two graphene-electrode-covered silica substrates. The specific lens can separate the focusing spots of incident light with opposite circular polarizations. Its focusing performance from 0.8 to 1.2 THz is characterized using a scanning near-field THz microscope system. The polarization conversion efficiency varies from 32.1% to 70.2% in this band. The spin-selected focusing functions match well with numerical simulations. Such lens exhibits the merit of dynamic functions, low insertion loss and broadband applicability. It may inspire various practical THz apparatuses.
spin states can be focused to two separate spots. The focusing performance in a broad band is numerically simulated and experimentally characterized, which matches well with each other. Driven by graphene transparent electrodes [18, 26] , THz wave are efficiently tuned and switched. This work may facilitate applications in THz communication and imaging.
Design and principle
The decomposed configuration of the device is illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . Both substrates are 800-μm-thick fused silica. After ultrasonically cleaned, substrates are transferred with graphene (Six Carbon Technology, Shenzhen, China). Then the alignment layer sulfonic azo dye (SD1, Dainippon Ink and Chemicals Inc., Chiba, Japan) [27, 28] is spincoated onto the graphene. Afterwards, the two substrates are assembled and separated by 250-μm-thick Mylar spacer to form a cell. A digital micro-mirror device based dynamic micro-lithography [29] is employed to control the spatial distribution of LC directors in order to realize the desired phase diagram exhibited in Fig. 1(c) . After an LC NJU-LDn-4 [30] with an average birefringence over 0.3 from 0.5 to 2.0 THz is infiltrated, the obtained LC orientation presented in Fig. 1 (b) agrees well with the design. The lens function originates from the geometric phase determined by the LC orientation. For a homogeneously aligned LC domain with orientation angle α, its Jones matrix is:
where R is the rotation matrix, I is the identity matrix, ζ = πδnd/λ is half of the phase retardation, δn, d and λ are LC birefringence, cell gap and incident wavelength, respectively.
The normalized Jones vector is χ ( + ) = (1, + i)
T / 2 for right circular polarization (RCP). When a circular polarized wave incidents, the output wave is described as:
For LCP incident wave, the output wave is devided into two parts. One is the residual LCP component with no extra phase modulation. The other is the transformed RCP component with a phase factor exp(i2α). Vice verse.
The phase function for a traditional convex lens is expressed as:
where (x, y) is the coordinate in the plane normal to the propagation and f is the focal length. For a geometric phase lens, the phase profile is circular polarization dependent. For RCP wave, it is converted to LCP wave and focused at (0, 0, f). While for LCP, it is converted to RCP and diverged. The polarization conversion efficiency is determined by the phase retardation. It could reach 100% when the device satisfies halfwave condition. Our design is to combine two geometric phase lenses in a checkerboard pattern as shown in Fig. 1(c) . The phase profile in lattice I is:
The phase profile in lattice II is:
where l is the deviation of the focal spot to z-axis ( Fig. 1(d) ). Here, φ I and φ II exhibit conjugated phases and separate focal spots. The color bar in Fig. 1 (c) indicates the phase varying from 0 to 2π. In our work, the specific phase is demonstrated by LCs, which introduce geometric phase via controlling local LC orientations. The geometric phase is twice the LC orientation angle α. According to Fig. 1 (c), the LC orientation is realized through a multi-step partly-overlapping exposure process. For such a combined geometric phase lens, the LCP incident wave is focused at (-l, f) by lattice I while diverged by lattice II. It needs to be noticed that the diverging part is negligible compared to the focused one. On the contrary, the RCP incident wave will be focused at (l, f). Therefore, a spin-selected focusing function is realized.
Results and discussions
To verify the design, numerical simulations of the lens is carried out using a commercial simulation software, Lumerical FDTD Solutions. The simulation is carried out based on the LC orientation in consistent with the phase diagram shown in Fig. 1 A scanning near-field THz microscope (SNTM) system is utilized to characterize the focusing performance of the lens. The system is based on photoconductive THz generation and microprobe THz detection. Briefly, a pair of metallic electrodes are deposited on a semiconductor to form a THz emitter. When a femtosecond pulse reaches it, electrons oscillate and radiate THz. The principle for detection is an inverse process of emission. The photo-generated carriers excited by the probe beam directionally move and generate a varying current under the THz wave irridation. Via detecting the current, the THz signal can be restored. Therefore, both design and materials of probe and pump elements of this system are different from normal ones. The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 3(a) . An ultrafast laser pulse (90 fs, 780 nm, 90 MHz) is divided into two parts, the pump (10 mW) and probe (3 mW) beams for the generation and detection of the THz wave, respectively. A collimated LP THz wave ranging from 0.2 to 1.5 THz transmits through a quarter-wave plate (QWP) to generate LCP and RCP waves. The scanning tip is utilized to scan the E x field in the xy-plane. The sample moves along z-axis to capture the THz field in the xz-plane. The normalized THz field in the xy-and xz-plane from 0.8 to 1.2 THz for LP, LCP and RCP incident waves are illustrated in Figs. 3(b)-3(d) . When LCP wave transmits through the sample, the output wave is focused at left side of z-axis. While RCP wave is focused at right side of z-axis. The experimental data match well with the simulation results, with only a small deviation in the focal length (Fig. 3(e) ). The theoretical and measured PCE from 0.8 to 1.2 THz is presented in Fig. 3(f) . The theoretical one is calculated by sin 2 (ζ) from Eq. (2). To measure the PCE, a 250-µm-thick homogeneously aligned LC cell and a pair of QWPs are introduced. The front QWP is placed before the cell to generate LCP incident wave. The rear one is set behind the cell with axis orthogonal and parallel to that of the front one to select LCP (E LCP ) and RCP (E RCP ) components, respectively. PCE is calculated by |E RCP | 2 /(|E RCP | 2 + |E LCP | 2 ). As shown in Fig. 3(f) , the measured PCE increases from 32.1% to 70.2% in the range from 0.8 to 1.2 THz, which agrees with the theoretical result. This shows significant superiority to the transmission-type metasurface. It needs to be mentioned that a femtosecond laser is utilized as the pump in our system, the generated THz beam is a broadband pulse wave. Because LC elements are wavelength dependent, the halfwave condition is only satisfied for a certain frequency here. In our experiment, the SNTM is only adopted for measurements. As it is a time domain spectrometer, the obtained phase modulation at different frequencies can be extracted via Fourier transformation. Actually, single frequency or narrow band THz modulation has a lot of applications as well. Our LC THz lens is tunable and could be optimized for different frequencies via electrically tuning. Nowadays, many achromatic devices are presented in visible and near-IR range to meet the broadband applications [31] [32] [33] . The design can be adopted to the fabrication of THz counterparts as well.
The lens can be dynamically switched via applying voltage to graphene electrodes. When the 1 kHz square-wave bias is 80 V (the saturated bias), the LC directors are reoriented along z-axis, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . At this state, the lens function vanishes, thus the transmitted THz wave remains unmodulated. Measured THz fields in the xy-plane at 1.0 THz for incident LP, LCP and RCP are presented in Fig. 4(b) . Gaussian-shape spots are observed regardless of the incident polarization. The normalized intensities at y = 0 in the xy-plane at bias OFF and saturated states with LP, LCP and RCP incident waves are compared in Fig. 4(c) , vividly exhibiting the switchability of the proposed lens. Since the response time of LC is proportional to the square of the cell gap, here the responses is calculated to be in second scale. As sufficient thickness of LC is demanded to reach the halfwave condition, the slow response issue is unavoidable. Fortunately, as the switching function here is realized via circular polarization conversion, fast switching can be achieved by introducing fast responsive EO waveplates. This proof-of-concept demonstration still satisfies various applications where no fast and frequent switching is required. In addition, the response can be improved via optimizing the device design (stacking cell strategy as shown in Ref. 18 ) and judiciously selecting LCs. Such active spin-selected lens could be used as THz polarization filters or analyzers [34] and may find practical applications in polarization-based THz imaging and wireless communication [35, 36] . Since many biomolecules possess THz fingerprints and are sensitive to incident polarization, the lens could be further applied to biomedical detections [37, 38] .
Conclusion
In summary, a spin-selected THz lens is proposed. The device is composed of photopatterned LCs sandwiched by two few-layer graphene electrodes. Through elaborately designing the geometric phase profile, the lens performs the spin-dependent focusing from 0.8 to 1.2 THz with PCE varying from 32.1% to 70.2%. When a bias is applied or not, the lens function can be switched OFF/ON. This work provides a promising method for fabricating active and efficient THz apparatuses, which may be widely applicable in THz communication, imaging and biosensing. 
